Welcome to the Research Data Management Service Group’s May Newsletter
Comprehensive Data Management Planning & Services

The Research Data Management Service Group (RDMSG) is a collaborative, campus-wide organization that assists with data management and sharing plans, applying best practices for managing data, and finding data management services at any stage of the research process.
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- In Case You Missed It

Spotlight: Digital Humanities Resources

The Digital CoLab at Olin Library supports new and experimental approaches to research and teaching that are most often associated with the humanities and qualitative social sciences. The CoLab can assist with scholarly projects like mapping, network analysis, database design, data visualization, digital exhibits and collections, computational text analysis (text mining), as well as related tasks like OCR and data cleaning. We also help with digital privacy practices. Join the CoLab’s listerv to stay informed on DH campus news throughout the academic year.

Webinars | Conferences | Trainings

Graduating? Remember to Move Your Personal Data!
When you leave Cornell, you may lose access to services like cloud file storage and email. The recent changes by Google also mean that Cornell can no longer offer unlimited Google storage for alumni. Review options for moving your data.

White House Listening Session on: Open Science Possibilities for Lowering Barriers to Entry: Perspectives from Early Career Researchers on Engaging in Open Science
May 31, 1-3 pm EDT
Register.
Part one of four sessions. Learn more about this series.

NIH Webinar: Making Metadata FAIR
June 12-13, 2023, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. EST
Register.
This second event in the “Getting Practical With The FAIR Principles” series will build on foundational familiarity with FAIR by providing participants with practical experience tackling a key challenge in FAIR implementation, creating FAIR metadata. Following an introduction to
concrete strategies and tools, participants will collaborate on a set of guided exercises to generate FAIR metadata based on an example dataset. Through this hands-on approach, participants will gain experience addressing real-world social and technical challenges to make metadata FAIR. Participants will leave the workshop with a better understanding of how FAIR works in practice, the skills needed to implement FAIR, and how to make FAIR a more routine aspect of their data management and/or stewardship practices.

Funder and Publisher News

Digital Humanities Research Data Primer
The Alliance Research Data Management (RDM) National Training Expert Group (NTEG) and DHSITE (Digital Humanities Summer Institute) at University of Ottawa are excited to launch the Data Primer: Making Digital Humanities Research Data Public, a resource for experienced Humanist researchers who wish to improve their data curation strategies for collecting, managing, and publishing digital files and formats alongside traditional textual scholarship. While this resource focuses on Canadian contexts, much of the content can speak to U.S.-based researchers.

eCommons Planned Service Interruption
eCommons will migrate to an updated infrastructure, DSpace 7.5, starting May 26, 2023 at 12 pm through June 2, 2023 at 5 pm. During this time, eCommons will be view and download only, with submissions frozen for the week while we complete our software migration. Thank you for your patience during this planned service interruption. Please contact us at ecommons-admin@cornell.edu if you have questions or concerns about your dataset submissions.

Call for Papers: Journal of Open Humanities Data
The Journal of Open Humanities Data (JOHD) features peer-reviewed publications describing humanities research objects with high potential for reuse. These might include curated resources like (annotated) linguistic corpora, ontologies, and lexicons, as well as databases, maps, atlases, linked data objects, and other data sets created with qualitative, quantitative, or computational methods. Read the full call for submissions.

Limited Submission: National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Summer Stipends
NEH Summer Stipends support continuous, full-time work on a humanities project for a period of two consecutive months. Funds may support recipients' compensation, travel, and other costs related to the proposed scholarly research. Recipients must work full-time on their project and may hold other non-NEH sources of support or grants for the same project during your period of performance. Cornell University will submit a maximum of two faculty nominations. Stipends are in the amount of $6000 for two consecutive months. Learn more about the Summer Stipends.

In Case You Missed It

Data Curation Network releases CURATED Training Modules
The Data Curation Network has released the CURATED Training to provide an introduction to applied data curation. This training is designed for those completely new to data curation, those hoping to refresh their data curation skills, or those looking to apply data curation knowledge to the management of their own research data. Explore the CURATED training modules.

**Schedule a Consultation**

RDMRG [consultants](mailto:curdmsg-help@cornell.edu) are available year-round to answer questions and help with data-related problems. We can meet via Zoom, email, or phone. Send a request to [rdmsg-help@cornell.edu](mailto:rdmsg-help@cornell.edu) to arrange a consultation at a time that works for you.
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